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Changing Emphasis in Agribusiness Curricula

Ronald B. Larson

Required courses for agribusiness degrees at forty-three schools were divided into six
categories. The ranges in the percentage of required credits by category were quite large.
Industry leaders, alumni, and employers have suggested increasing the course work on
communications and business skills to improve the curricula. However, a comparison of
degree requirements over time for a sample of twelve programs did not reveal major
increases in emphasis for these areas. Departments should consider customer needs and
competing programs as they review their curricula and attempt to add more value to their
educational products.

In business, product comparisons and con- ricula should be observed. Some schools are
sumer surveys are often used to identify potential making changes. Although few colleges prepare
opportunities to enhance product quality and students for careers in food distribution and mar-
value. Similarly, new insights on the needs of ag- keting (Capps, 1992), some are designing new
ribusiness degree customers (e.g., students and curricula to better meet the needs of this clientele
employers) and on how to meet their needs could group (Senauer, 1992). Because food distribution
produce major curricula innovations. Compari- is a key part of agribusiness and courses in this
sons between agricultural economics programs area are offered by agricultural economics de-
started over 75 years ago. Some early reports partments, the training requests from alumni and
from the American Farm Economic Association employers and the variations in degree programs
dealt with surveys on course offerings should interest both food marketing educators and
(Handschin, 1920), on course offerings and out- practitioners.
lines (Grimes, 1921), and on degree requirements
(Nicholls, 1923). Farm organization heads and Recommendations from Industry Leaders,
farm paper editors, along with college deans, di- Alumni, and Employers
rectors, and department heads were also asked
about the importance of subjects in degree pro- To improve a product, one approach is to ask
grams (Lloyd, 1927). Over the years, many arti- buyers and other stakeholders for suggestions.
cles attempted to clarify what courses and skills Food marketers often use focus groups, surveys,
should be in undergraduate curricula. Mander- and taste tests to identify possible enhancements.
scheid (1973) summarized many results from the Undergraduate education producers have sur-
1960s and 1970s. Erven (1987) and Vandeveer veyed industry leaders, alumni, and employers for
and Guedry (1992) addressed some curricula is- their opinions. This section outlines their recom-
sues from the 1980s and 1990s. This paper out- mendations.
lines the recommendations from industry leaders, At professional meetings, agribusiness repre-
alumni, and employers about undergraduate agri- sentatives listed the skills they seek in graduates
business management training, summarizes the and recommended several program changes to
current undergraduate degree requirements at enhance student performance on the job. For ex-
forty-three schools, and examines changes in cur- ample, Coats (1966) suggested that students
ricula emphasis during the last decade. If many of should be more familiar with computers, business
the customer recommendations were adopted, accounting and finance principles, consumer
significant emphasis changes in agribusiness cur- marketing techniques, and communication skills.

He also highlighted the need for graduates to be
Author is Assistant Professor and Extension Specialist at profit-orientated and knowledgeable with the de-
North Carolina State University, Department of Agricultural cision-making processes and information needs of
and Resource Economics. The author wishes to thank Robert industry. Luby (1969) recommended training inH. Usry for commenting on an earlier draft of this paper.
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management decision-making, especially in im- ing. Over 65 percent suggested greater emphasis
perfectly-competitive environments, and listed on business finance, 65 percent recommended
many business questions that should be familiar more marketing, 57 percent recommended more
to students. Hoffman (1969) thought that the typi- oral communications, 54 percent suggested more
cal undergraduate degree was too focused on nar- leadership, and 48 percent recommended more
row, vocational subjects and contained too many written communications. These four surveys con-
courses in the physical sciences. He suggested firmed the need for more business and communi-
that it may be desirable to restructure programs so cation skills in curricula.
that more courses are taken outside the Colleges Agribusiness employees have also provided
of' Agriculture. Rainey (1991) emphasized the suggestions on how to enhance curricula. Bruen-
importance of human relations. He believed many ing and Scanlon (1995) conducted four focus
careers were blocked by poor communication groups with agribusiness professionals. They re-
skills and an inability to get along with people. ported: "a need for courses on human labor rela-
The industry leaders encouraged agribusiness tions, business organizational structure, manage-
management educators to increase the emphasis rial theory, problem solving and critical thinking
in business, communications, humanities, and with an agribusiness emphasis." (p. 31) Harris
social sciences. (1989) analyzed the rankings by 17 agricultural

Another approach for identifying potential sales professionals of the skills needed by under-
improvements is to ask current and former cus- graduates who are interested in sales careers.
tomers. Four published alumni surveys that asked Self-motivation, a positive work attitude, the
about curricula had very similar results. Blank ability to work with others, and self-confidence
(1987) surveyed graduates from 15 institutions in were the highest rated traits.
1984 and received 429 responses. He included an Another approach is to survey employers
open-ended question on what topics should re- about what characteristics they want in students.
ceive more emphasis. The most common answers Litzenberg, Gorman, and Schneider (1983) asked
were accounting, finance, computer skills, man- 324 Texas cooperatives to rank the importance of
agement, and communication skills. Riesenberg different skills. The 74 respondents rated personal
(1988) surveyed University of Idaho College of qualities, communication skills, professional
Agriculture alumni and received 801 responses. qualities, and business skills above the six other
After analyzing the results, he concluded that: skill classes: work experience, quantitative skills,
"the College should require more emphasis on the technical skills, economics, legal/tax/business
curriculum areas of decision-making capabilities, law, and computer knowledge. In a survey of pro-
accounting, business & economics, agricultural spective employers and University of Georgia
marketing, written communications, and oral alumni by Broder and Houston (1986), the 131
communications & public speaking." (p. 36) respondents said communication skills and lead-
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Univer- ership experience were the most important traits
sity alumni were asked to rate the need for 37 for firms. They reported that students were most
competencies to improve career experiences, lacking in communications and business skills.
Preston and Broder (1990) analyzed the 239 re- Harbstreit, Stewart, and Birkenholz (1989) asked
sponses. The top four were oral communication, 65 managers and supervisors of urban agribusi-
written communication, using problem-solving nesses what additional education and training
techniques, and setting organizational goals and were needed by their employees. Out of 43 cate-
objectives. Nearly all 17 technical agriculture gories, the top two requests were human relations
skills were ranked in the bottom half of the skills. and employee leadership.
Eggenberger and Cepica (1990) surveyed Texas In the AGRI*MASS survey, Litzenberg and
Tech graduates. Of the 416 respondents in agri- Schneider (1987) received usable responses from
cultural occupations, over 89 percent suggested 543 agribusinesses and government agencies. Re-
increasing computer instruction, 67 percent rec- spondents rated the value of 74 student traits and
ommended more business management, and 66 skills using a ten-point scale. Interpersonal char-
percent endorsed more accounting and bookkeep- acteristics (e.g., self-motivation and positive work
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attitude) as a group were judged to be most im- Thompson (1992) argued that agribusiness pro-
portant with communication skills ranked second grams are also in a highly competitive environ-
and business and economics skills in third place. ment. Universities compete for new students, for
The top technical agriculture skill, crop produc- placement of graduates, and for linkages with
tion systems, was ranked 37th, below most busi- businesses. "Unless we are perceived as adding
ness and economics skills. This suggests that unique value relative to our competitors, our
firms may value business course work higher than customers will go elsewhere and we in the agri-
technical agriculture training. Howard (1989) sent business programs will be out of business." (p.
a similar questionnaire (e.g., 76 characteristics) to 14) Students may choose other departments, busi-
Canadian agribusinesses and government agen- ness schools, or liberal arts programs if they do
cies and received 287 responses. The findings not believe agribusiness degrees will meet their
from both surveys were similar. They had the needs. Since students appear to be sensitive to the
same ordering of the major characteristics groups high opportunity costs of agricultural and natural
and had parallel ratings of individual traits. For resource careers (Thompson, Capps, and Massey,
example, professional selling skills were ranked 1994), curriculum improvements that boost the
in the top half in both surveys and were judged to potential earnings of graduates may be needed to
be more important than intermediate economic attract top students. Periodic market reviews can
theory, agricultural policy, international trade, help educators identify innovative curricula and
and all technical agriculture skills. These surveys enhance their competitive position. As a first step
give educators some guidance on what to include in a competitor intelligence analysis, this section
in their programs. compares the agribusiness management degree

Litzenberg, Gorman, and Schneider (1983) requirements at 43 schools.
used feedback from industry leaders, alumni, and Several surveys of agribusiness degree re-
employers to develop an ideal undergraduate cur- quirements have been completed. Jones, Lard,
riculum. They compared it with existing programs and Manderscheid (1972) examined the quantita-
and suggested that the typical school might want tive requirements at 54 U.S. and Canadian pro-
to require an additional course in technical agri- grams. As part of a curriculum review at the Uni-
culture (raise semester credits or hours to 12), in versity of Minnesota, Larson (1983) classified
accounting (raise to 9), in business management required courses into six groups and compared
(raise to 6), in computers (raise to 6), and in fi- agricultural economics and agribusiness man-
nance (raise to 6). They also suggested new agement degrees. Carman and Pick (1986) exam-
course requirements in sales and in ethics. This ined the agribusiness management degree re-
does not imply that there is a magic set of courses quirements at 35 schools and Franklin (1986)
that students need to be successful agribusiness looked at specific agricultural economics, eco-
managers. Requests by employers and students nomics, quantitative, and management course
should not be the sole determinants of curricula requirements at 37 schools with agribusiness
because they may only focus on short-term con- management majors. Adrian (1990) compared
cerns. Departments should also consider their agricultural economics departments in the South.
comparative advantages when building degree Degree requirements and course offerings
programs and adding value to their educational were reviewed using college bulletins (Career
products. Geographic differences in student and Guidance Foundation, 1994; 1995). In most cases,
employer needs and differences in faculty back- the requirements applied to students entering de-
grounds are likely to create some variations in gree programs during 1995 or 1996. Efforts were
requirements. made to include the programs in previous surveys

and to increase the sample's geographic and
Summary of Current Degree Requirements school-size diversity. Several outstanding pro-

grams were excluded because their college bulle-
Competitor intelligence techniques are often tins did not explain their requirements (i.e., bulle-

employed by businesses to identify valuable tins varied in their user-friendliness). Some of the
product changes and stay competitive. Robert 43 degree programs in the analysis were con-
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tacted and asked to provide more details about may reduce the number of free electives and limit
their programs. student opportunities for exploring a variety of

Degree requirements were divided into six fields.
groups: Math, Statistics, and Computer; Written Agricultural Economics, Economics, and
and Oral Communications; Humanities, Social Business courses were grouped into a single cate-
Sciences, and International; Agricultural Econom- gory because of differences in the courses offer-
ics, Economics, and Business; Technical Agricul- ings by departments of agricultural economics.
ture; and Science. Health and physical fitness Some taught economic principles and theory, ac-
courses were counted as free electives because counting, finance, marketing, law, management,
many schools did not require them. In most pro- ethics, operations, logistics, strategy, labor,
grams, restricted electives allowed students to quantitative analysis, computer, or calculus
choose courses within these classes. In cases courses. All quantitative analysis, computer, and
where students needed a course from one of sev- calculus courses were in the Math, Statistics, and
eral groups (e.g., 3 credits of either Technical Computer group. Other agricultural economics
Agriculture or Advanced Calculus), an assump- courses were counted in the professional skill
tion was made about the choice most students category.
would make (Technical Agriculture). When more Table I shows how the average degree pro-
than one course could be taken in different groups gram's required credits are allocated. For exam-
(e.g., 20 credits in the College of Agriculture), no pie, about 12 percent of the required credits are in
assumptions were made and the groups involved the Math, Statistics, and Computer category. Note
were not included in the averages. Programs were the wide range in each group's percentage. One
compared by examining the percentage of the re- school has 24.2 percent of required credits in the
quired credits (total credits or hours for a degree Math, Statistics, and Computer category while
minus free electives) allocated to each of the six another has only 4.1 percent. These ranges
groups. probably reflect differences in the educational

There was considerable variation in program needs of the customers, in the competitive advan-
flexibility. Some schools defined the entire de- tages of the departments, and in the educational
gree program while others had over 20 percent of philosophies of the schools. Variations in the
the credits as free electives. Course requirements course offerings and degree requirements between
are quality controls that influence what minimum colleges were noted as problems in the Agribusi-
competencies employers can expect of graduates. ness Education in Transition: Setting Directions
Williams (1987) stated: "Employers must have for Global Competitiveness (1991) conference
confidence that graduates will perform as repre- report. This group encouraged rapid curricula
sented, and they will employ future graduates changes to better meet student and employer
only if their expectations are met" (p. 51). To of- needs.
fer a fairly homogeneous product, departments

Table 1. Percentage of Required Course Credits in Different Categories.
Agribusiness Management Requirement Average Range of Standard Number of

Categories Percentage Percentages Deviation Schools
Math, Statistics, and Computer 11.9 24.2 - 4.1 4.1 42
Written and Oral Communication 9.1 14.8 - 4.8 2.4 43
Humanities, Social Science, and International 14.9 27.5 - 4.8 4.9 42
Agricultural Economics, Economics, and

Business 46.5 60.5 - 35.3 6.0 40
Technical Agriculture 9.0 26.9 - 0.0 6.1 39
Science 8.6 14.9 - 4.1 2.6 41
Note: Changes in the mix of schools by category limit comparisons across categories.
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Changes in specific course offerings and re- Changes in Agribusiness Curricula
quirements suggest that many departments are
striving to better meet customer needs. Bekkum In a 1984 survey of department heads, 54
(1993) surveyed agribusinesses about the experi- percent anticipated the greatest enrollment growth
ence needs of graduates. Internships and coop over the next decade in the agribusiness category
programs were rated as the number one experi- (Blank, 1985). Given the input from industry
ences that will strengthen a student's educational leaders, employers, and alumni during the last 20
background. Snodgrass (1974) examined the years and the belief that demand is increasing in
availability of programs that give students credit this area, one might expect to find significant
for participating in work or study experiences off- changes in agribusiness management programs. If
campus. About two-thirds of the agricultural eco- emphasis is defined as the percentage of required
nomics department reported that these programs credits by category, increases in the Oral and
were available. By 1995, over 85 percent of the Written Communications and the Agricultural
departments had course numbers for internships Economics, Economics, and Business groups
and eight required internships or projects for might be anticipated. This section examines what
graduation. Another characteristic that employers emphasis changes have occurred in twelve agri-
rated as important was professional selling skills. business management undergraduate programs
At least 13 departments offer a course that fo- since the early 1980s.
cuses on sales or sales management and two re- Table 2 shows how the percentage of re-
quire the course. These examples illustrate that quired credits by category has changed for the
agribusiness management curricula are evolving agribusiness management degree programs sur-
to meet student and employer needs. veyed by Larson (1983). For example, in the ten

Departments interested in competitor intelli- programs that have requirements consistent with
gence could move beyond course descriptions and the Math, Statistics, and Computer category dur-
compare course outlines. For example, Novakovic ing each time period, 11.9 percent of the credits
and Hall (1980) collected and published 30 syl- were in that group during 1995, the same as in
labi for graduate marketing courses to facilitate 1983. One school raised their percentage by 3.7
an exchange of ideas about course contents. A points while another lowered it by 4.0 points.
similar process could help enhance undergraduate Note that the average percentages for this sub-
courses and make the degree programs more sample were quite similar to those for all 43 pro-
competitive. grams.

Educators looking for innovations also may Although the requirement percentages for
want to broaden their market definition and look communications, business, and humanities and
at international curricula, technical agriculture social sciences increased, some industry leaders
programs, and business schools. Agribusiness might be disappointed by the magnitude of the
programs in Australia (e.g., Schroder, 1988; Rob- changes. Given the consistency of the needs ex-
ertson, 1989) and Canada (e.g., Howard, 1989) pressed by alumni, it is surprising that, in each of
have taken different approaches with their cur- the three categories, several schools reduced their
ricula. Within technical agriculture, many de- emphasis. It is true that some new initiatives may
partments are increasing their business focus not appear in the percentage measures. For ex-
(e.g., animal science: Brink, 1994; Buchanan, ample, a few schools have added writing re-
Hibberd, Kropp, and Damron, 1994; poultry sci- quirements within existing required courses or
ence: Summers, 1992). These and other depart- have replaced one required course with another.
ments (e.g., Food Science) may become major Other changes, such as varying the credits granted
competitors for agribusiness management stu- by courses, the number of required credits at the
dents. Since numerous business schools have re- university level, or the number of required
cently revised their courses and requirements, "review" courses (e.g., dropping an algebra re-
they may be excellent sources for ideas to en- quirement while continuing to require calculus),
hance programs. could influence these percentages without neces-
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Table 2. Changes in the Percentage of Required Course Credits by Different Categories.
Range of the

Agribusiness Management Average Per- Average Change Percentage Number of
Requirement Categories centage in 1995 (1995 - 1983) Changes Schools

Math, Statistics, and Computer 11.9 0.0 +3.7- -4.0 10
Written and Oral Communication 10.5 +0.3 +3.5- -2.7 12
Humanities, Social Science, and

International 12.1 +0.8 +5.0- -4.9 11
Agricultural Economics,

Economics, and Business 46.1 +1.4 +6.0- -6.5 10
Technical Agriculture 7.4 -2.1 +5.5- -5.8 10
Science 10.5 -1.0 +3.2- -5.5 10
Note: Changes in the mix of schools by category limit comparisons across categories.

sarily enhancing the educational product. How- dents. Differences in information sets or in pri-
ever, if many schools boosted their emphasis on orities need to be discussed. A survey by Comer,
communications or business skills, it is likely that Weldon, and Connor (1994) found that deans
the percentages would have shown larger were significantly more likely than faculty to
changes. agree that "Agricultural economics undergraduate

Some departments may want to re-examine programs should have an agribusiness/applied
their curricula. Leaders in the profession have business focus" and that "Agribusiness majors
advanced principles to guide agribusiness pro- should have two options -- input supply and food
gram development. Snyder (1969) suggested that distribution -- because they appeal to different
specialized courses on trade practices should be students, needed different supporting courses, and
avoided. Connor (1989) recommended having relate to different job markets." Students may
separate degree programs for disciplinary and lack information about the program objectives
professional education. White (1990) argued that and the opportunities for graduates. A recent sur-
agribusiness degrees should be distinct and fill vey of 283 students found that only 22 percent
different market niches than agricultural econom- were very or somewhat interested in a supermar-
ics and business administration degrees. Padberg ket industry career (Park and Perosio, 1995). A
(1987) recommended that programs should pre- curriculum review can be an excellent device to
pare students for leadership positions. Thompson encourage information sharing and to unify
(1992) believed that agribusiness management stakeholder beliefs about which needs have the
graduates must have the same business skills as highest priority.
business school graduates and Connor (1993) rec- Agribusiness management programs con-
ommended that agricultural economics depart- tinue to have considerable diversity in their de-
ments should teach the business courses in the gree requirements. Suggestions by industry lead-
curricula. ers, alumni, and employers that more business

Since programs evolve over time, many de- and communication training are needed have not
partments periodically review their degree re- generated significant, widespread increases in
quirements. Several cases studies describe the course requirements. Additional comparisons
curricula review process and the lessons learned with competitors and discussions about customer
(e.g., Sjo, Orazem, and Biere, 1973; Litzenberg needs may help produce major curricula innova-
et. al., 1986; Beck 1990; Lindsey and Martin, tions. The literature summaries and program re-
1993). One particularly useful step in the process views in this paper will hopefully encourage more
is to define the program objectives or the compe- analysis on what should be emphasized in agri-
tencies that graduates should possess (Mather et. business curricula to enhance the value of the
al., 1977). Another step that is sometimes forgot- educational product.
ten is to include in the review all program stake-
holders including college administrators and stu-
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